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       Week 7 Categories of Reality What exists in your room? How might you categorize them together? Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika’s seven “categories of reality” padārtha – pada + artha = the referents/objects of words 1. substance (dravya) 5. individuator (viśeṣa) 2. quality (guṇa) 6. inherence (samavāya) 3. motion (karman) 7. absence (abhāva) 4. universal (sāmānya) “The red ball is rolling down the street, without crushing anyone. 1. ball 5. what differentiates atoms 2. red color, shape... 6. what binds red color to 3. rolling down ball, redness to red color 4. redness, ballhood 7. absence of people crushing 1. substance (dravya) 5. individuator (viśeṣa) 2. quality (guṇa) 6. inherence (samavāya) 3. motion (karman) 7. absence (abhāva) 4. universal (sāmānya) Substance (dravya) = particular things in which properties inhere (e.g., qualities, motions, universals, individuator) 9 substances = earth, water, fire, air [atomic material element] ether (ākāśa) [non-atomic material element] time, space, self (ātman) [non-atomic/material] mind (manas) [atomic & non-material] qualities (guṇa) = inhere in substances, universals inhere in them e.g., distinct shades of blue vs. “blueness” 24 types of quality: atoms (paramāṇu) Eternal Four types = earth, water, fire air Can conjoin to form composite substances Sensory qualities inhere in them: (non-atomic) If all atoms are qualitatively identical, how are they different? Leibniz’s Law: If x and y have the same properties, x and y are identical Individuator (viśeṣa) = Inheres in atoms – is the one property which makes earth atom x different from earth atom y Universals (sāmānya) = Eternal, unitary, located in multiple things e.g., one “blueness” inheres in all blue shades one “humanhood” inheres in all humans Inherence (samavāya) = an “inseparable” relation between x and y, if x can’t exist without residing in y Absences (abhāva) = absences are real, are absences of something else that’s also real “a square circle does not exist” = absence of the joint presence of squareness and circleness 4 types of absence: prior, posterior, absolute, mutual “Whatever is real is nameable and knowable.” Abhidharma Buddhism: Ultimately real entities = “dharmas” Abhidharma Buddhism: Ultimately real entities = “dharmas” Substances = unreal; – So, no distinction between properties and property-possessors dharmas = quality-particulars = “tropes” Tropes = don’t need to inhere in substances Reality = an array of unique, momentary qualities Abhidharma Buddhism: Fundamental reality = whatever has intrinsic nature (svabhāva) svabhāva = what survives reductionist analysis = no ontological or conceptual dependence on anything else conceptual fiction = “the idea of which does not occur when it is divided into parts” Abhidharma Buddhism: Fundamental reality = whatever has intrinsic nature (svabhāva) svabhāva = what survives reductionist analysis = no ontological or conceptual dependence on anything else the onion depends for its existence on its physical parts = conceptual fiction Abhidharma Buddhism: Fundamental reality = whatever has intrinsic nature (svabhāva) svabhāva = what survives reductionist analysis = no ontological or conceptual dependence on anything else Atomic particle of fire: doesn’t depend on physical parts but, it conceptually depends on its properties (heat, light) Abhidharma Buddhism: Fundamental reality = whatever has intrinsic nature (svabhāva) svabhāva = what survives reductionist analysis = no ontological or conceptual dependence on anything else Atomic particle of fire: = conceptual fiction Abhidharma Buddhism: No real substances, just “dharmas” dharmas = quality-particulars = “tropes” Tropes = don’t need to inhere in substances External reality = an array of unique, particular sensory qualities Particular colors, smells, tastes, touches, sounds Abhidharma Buddhism: No real substances, just “dharmas” dharmas = quality-particulars = “tropes” Tropes = don’t need to inhere in substances External reality = Abhidharma Buddhism: No real substances, just “dharmas” dharmas = quality-particulars = “tropes” Tropes = don’t need to inhere in substances External reality = Abhidharma Buddhism: No real substances, just “dharmas” dharmas = quality-particulars = “tropes” Tropes = don’t need to inhere in substances External reality = Abhidharma Buddhism: No real substances, just “dharmas” dharmas = quality-particulars = “tropes” Tropes = don’t need to inhere in substances External reality = Abhidharma Buddhism: No real substances, just “dharmas” dharmas = quality-particulars = “tropes” Tropes = don’t need to inhere in substances Internal reality = An array of momentary feelings, perceptions, thoughts, habits, which don’t inhere in a Self-substance (ātman) Are composite substances – tables, chairs, bottles, etc. – real? Do wholes exist over and above their parts? Why think so? Nyāya: wholes are real, exist over and above their parts Why? we can’t perceive atoms, but we do perceive objects. So, perceptual objects must exist over and above their atomic parts. Nyāya: wholes are real, exist over and above their parts Why? The parts cause the whole; causes are not identical to their effects; so, whole ≠ parts Uddyotakara: Nyāya: wholes are real, exist over and above their parts Why? A whole has different causal properties than the parts so, whole ≠ parts Uddyotakara: Nyāya: wholes are real, exist over and above their parts Why? The parts can be known apart from the whole, so, whole ≠ parts Uddyotakara: Nyāya = Bike inheres in parts Bike ≠ parts ≠ Bike & parts are real Abhidharma = Bike is not ultimately real There are just “parts” The bike has no intrinsic nature, independent existence (svabhāva) All the bike’s causal powers are nothing but the causal powers of the parts. Abhidharma = If bike = parts, Bike and parts should have the same properties = “Indiscernability of Identicals” (Leibniz’s Law) If bike ≠ parts, Is it in the same place as its parts? Is part of the bike where the seat is? ≠ If bike ≠ parts, Is it in the same place as its parts? Is part of the bike where the seat is? Then the bike now has ≠ its own partsb. Is part of the bike where partb-seat is? Infinite regress ensues Nyāya: Inherence is not a spatial relation ≠ whole inheres in its parts ≠ whole is spatially located in its parts Advaita Vedānta against Nyāya on inherence (samavāya) Inherence is a relation that relates properties to substances. guṇa inherence dravya Inherence relates quality to the substance – but what relates the inherence to the substance or the quality? guṇa inherence 2 inherence inherence 2 dravya Inherence2 relates inherence1 to substance, etc – but what relates inherence2 to inherence1 – inherence3? infinite regress guṇa inherence2 inherence3 inherence1 inherence2 dravya replace “inherence” with “difference” – What makes a quality “different” from a substance? But, what makes that “difference” different? infinite regress guṇa difference2 difference4 difference1 difference3 dravya Advaita Vedānta: All difference is unreal, like the illusion of a snake when there’s just a rope (though not like a square circle) the appearance of difference is due to māyā (illusion), avidyā (ignorance) Reality is unitary, without qualities (nirguṇa), fundamentally real brahman 
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